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Abstract
There is a polymodal provability logic GLP. We consider generalizations
of this logic: the logics GLPα, where α ranges over linear ordered sets and
play the role of the set of indexes of modalities. We consider the varieties of
modal algebras that corresponds to the polymodal logics. We prove that the
elementary theories of the free ∅-generated GLPn-algebras are decidable for
all finite ordinals n.
1 Introduction
There is a classical modal logic GL, it can be axiomatized over K by the axiom
scheme (ϕ → ϕ) → ϕ. R.M. Solovay have proved [13] that the logic GL
proves a formula iff formal arithmetics PA proves every arithmetical interpretation
of the formula.An arithmetical interpretation of modal formulas interprets variables
by arbitrary arithmetical sentences, commute with propositional connectives, and
interprets ϕ by arithmetical sentence that means “PA prove the interpretation of
ϕ”.
G.K. Japaridze have introduced polymodal provability logic GLP[12]. The
modalities of the logic GLP are [0], [1], . . .. There is an analogue of Solovay theorem
for the logic GLP [12] (there is a more modern variant of the result in [3]).
There were several research on closed fragment ofGLP, i.e. the fragment consists
of all formulas without variables [11][4]. There were simple representation of an
universal model for the closed fragment of GLP.
There are generalization of the logics GLP — the logics GLPα, where α are
linear ordered sets that are sets of index of modalities [7]; the standard logic GLP
is the same as GLPω. In [10] it were shown that the construction of universal model
for the logic GLP can be generalized to the case of the logics GLPα, when α is an
ordinal.
∗This work was partially supported by RFFI grant 12-01-00888 a and Dynasty foundation.
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For every modal logic there is the corresponding variety of modal algebras. The
free algebra of the variety with the set of generatorsA is the same as the Lindenbaum-
Tarski algebra for the fragment of the logic with variables restricted to some set of
variables indexed by elements of A. In particular ∅-generated algebra is the same
as the Lindenbaum-Tarski algebra for the closed fragment.
The decidability of elementary problem is classical for model theory. S.N. Arte-
mov and L.D. Beklemishev have proved that for finite C the elementary theory of
free C-generated GL-algebra is decidable iff C = ∅ [1]. L.D. Beklemishev have asked
the question about the decidability of free ∅-generatedGLP-algebra [5, Problem 33].
We prove that the free GLPn-algebra have decidable elementary theory for every n.
In the paper we introduce the notion of linear GLP-algebra that generalize the
notion of free ∅-generated GLP-algebra. We prove that every free ∅-generated
GLPα-algebra is linear. We introduce operation of linear product of GLPα-
algebras. We consider some decompositions of the free ∅-generated GLPα-algebras
with respect to the operation of linear product. We use this decompositions in our
proof of the decidability of elementary theories of GLPn-algebras.
2 GLP-Algebras
In this section we give the notion of a GLP-algebra with a given set of modalities
and constants. The only algebras we consider areGLP-algebras; thus we omitGLP
in “GLP-algebras” and write “algebras”.
Underlying formalism of our work is set-theoretic. We assume that there is the
proper class of constant symbols. We have a unique unary functional symbol τ a for
every set a.
Suppose we have a pair A = (α,A), where α is a strict linear order (Dα, <α)
and A is a set of constant symbols such that symbols 0, 1 6∈ A. We call such a
pair an algebra type (or shorter type). A is a GLP-algebra of the type A (or shorter
A-algebra) if A is a model of the signature
{0, 1, ·,+, -} ⊔ {di | i ∈ α} ⊔ {c | c ∈ A}
such that A is a Boolean algebra and satisfies the following axioms
1. di(0) = 0, for i ∈ α;
2. di(x)+ di(y) = di(x+ y), for i ∈ α;
3. di(-di(x) · x) = di(x), i ∈ α;
4. dj(x) ≤ di(x), for i, j ∈ α, i <α j;
5. di(x) ≤ τ j(di(x)), for i, j ∈ α, i <α j.
Note that x ≤ y is an abbreviation for x = x · y and unary functions τ i are given by
τ i(x) = -di(-x).
We denote the first-order theory of A-algebras by GLPAA.
A simple check shows that
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Lemma 1. Suppose A = (α,A) is a type. Then the following equations holds in all
A-algebras:
1. di(di(x)) ≤ di(x), for i ∈ α;
2. dj(x · di(y)) = dj(x)+ di(y), for i, j ∈ α, i <α j;
3. dj(x · τ i(y)) = dj(x) · τ i(y), for i, j ∈ α, i <α j;
4. dj(x+ di(y))+ di(y) = dj(x)+ di(y), for i, j ∈ α, i <α j;
5. dj(x+ τ i(y))+ τ i(y) = dj(x)+ τ i(y), for i, j ∈ α, i <α j;
GLP-algebras are related to the logic GLP. The axioms of GLP-algebras are
axioms of the logic GLP “translated” to the language of Boolean algebras with
additional operators. Classically logic GLP is defined as a polymodal logic with
modalities indexed by natural numbers. We index modalities by elements of an
arbitrary linear ordered set and we have unique propositional variable vc for every
constant symbol c and vx for every first-order variable x. Suppose α is a strict
linear order. The set L(GLPα) of well-formed formulas of the logic GLPα is given
inductively by
GLPα-Form ::=Propositional variable | Propositional constant |
⊤ | ⊥ | GLPα-Form ∧GLPα-Form | GLPα-Form ∨GLPα-Form |
GLPα-Form→ GLPα-Form | ¬GLPα-Form | [i]GLPα-Form,
where i ∈ α.
For an index i and a formula ψ we write 〈i〉ψ for ¬[i]¬ψ. The axioms and inference
rules of the logic GLPα are
1. the axiom schemes of PC;
2. [i](ϕ→ ψ)→ ([i]ϕ→ [i]ψ);
3. [i]([i]ψ → ψ)→ [i]ψ;
4. [i]ψ → [j]ψ, for i <α j;
5. 〈i〉ψ → [j]〈i〉ψ, for i <α j;
6. ϕ ϕ→ψ
ψ
(Modus Ponens);
7. ϕ
[i]ϕ
(Generalization);
8. ϕ
ϕ[ψ/x]
, where x is a propositional variable.
There are correspondence between the logic GLPα and the theory of (α,A)-
algebras.
We use propositional constants uc for all constant symbols c and propositional
variables vx for all propositional variables x. We consider the class of all terms that
all functional symbols in them are either from the signature of boolean algebras or
of the form dx. We give a translation t 7−→ t
⋆ of the terms of the class to modal
formulas:
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1. 0⋆ = ⊥;
2. 1⋆ = ⊤;
3. x⋆ = vx, for a first order variable x;
4. c⋆ = uc, c 6= 0, c 6= 1, c is a constant symbol;
5. (t1 · t2)
⋆ = t1
⋆ ∧ t2
⋆;
6. (t1 + t2)
⋆ = t1
⋆ ∨ t2
⋆;
7. (-t)⋆ = ¬(t⋆);
8. (dx(t))
⋆ = 〈x〉(t⋆).
Lemma 2. Suppose (α,A) is a type, t, u are GLPA(α,A)-terms and {vi | i ∈ I},
{wi | i ∈ I} are families of GLPA(α,A)-terms. Then
GLPA(α,A) + {vi = ui | i ∈ I} ⊢ t = u
iff
GLPα + {vi
⋆ ↔ wi
⋆ | i ∈ I} ⊢ t⋆ ↔ u⋆.
Proof. (Sketch) All axioms of the theoryGLPA(α,A)+{vi = ui | i ∈ I} are equations.
It is well-known (some form of the following fact is due to Birkhoff [8], also it can
be found in the textbook [9, II,14]) that for a theory axiomatizable by equations
all first-order theorems that are equations can be deduced from the axioms by the
following rules:
•
t=t
(Reflexivity);
• t1=t2 t2=t3
t1=t3
(Transitivity);
• t1=t2
t2=t1
(Symmetricity);
• t1=t2
t1=t2[t3/x]
(Substitution);
• t1=t2[t3/x] t3=t4
t1=t2[t4/x]
(Replacement).
In this lemma we consider that type of derivations forGLPA(α,A)+{vi = ui | i ∈ I}.
Both ’if’ and ’only if’ parts of the lemma can be proved by straightforward
induction on the length of derivations.
The following form of deduction theorem holds for the logic GLP
Lemma 3. Suppose A = (α,A) is a type. Then for GLPα-formulas ϕ, ψ1, . . . , ψn
without free variables there exists x0 ∈ α such that for all x ≤α x0 the following
conditions are equivalent:
1. GLPα + ψ1 + . . .+ ψn ⊢ ϕ,
2. GLPα ⊢ (ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn) ∧ [x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn)→ ϕ.
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Proof. Obviously, from the condition 2 it follows the condition 1.
By induction on a length of a proof we prove that for any GLPα-formulas
ϕ, ψ1, . . . , ψn if
GLPα + ψ1 + . . .+ ψn ⊢ ϕ
then there exists x0 ∈ α such that for all x ≤α x0
GLPα ⊢ (ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn) ∧ [x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn)→ ϕ.
The induction is almost the same as the induction in the classical proof of the
deduction theorem for propositional calculus. The only essential difference is the
case when ϕ is [y]ξ and the last rule in the proof of ϕ in GLPα + ψ1 + . . . + ψn is
ξ
[y]ξ
. From induction hypothesis it follows that there exists x0 ≤α y such that for all
x ≤α x0
GLPα ⊢ (ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn) ∧ [x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn)→ ξ.
Hence for all x ≤α x0
GLPα ⊢ [y]((ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn) ∧ [x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn)→ ξ).
Because x0 ≤α y for all x ≤α x0
GLPα ⊢ [y][x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn)→ [y]((ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn) ∧ [x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn))
. Hence for all x ≤α x0
GLPα ⊢ (ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn) ∧ [x](ψ1 ∧ . . . ∧ ψn)→ [y]ξ.
A tuple l = (A, f, g,B) is a type embedding if
1. A = (α,A) is a type;
2. B = (β,B) is a type;
3. f : α→ β is a strictly monotone function, i.e.
∀x, y ∈ α(x <α y ⇒ f(x) <β g(y);
4. γ : A→ B is an injection.
We say that l is an embedding of A into B, A is the domain of l and that B is the
codomain of l. For a l : A → B, dom(l) = A and codom(l) = B. We call a type
embedding (A, f, g,B) a trivial type embedding if f and g maps every x to itself.
Suppose l1 = (A, f1, g1,B) and l2 = (B, f2, g2,C) are type embedding. We denote
by l1 ◦ l2 a type embedding (A, f1 ◦ f2, g1 ◦ g2,C).
Suppose A = (α,A) is a type. We frequently consider a type A as a set of
symbols. A symbol lies in A if it is either dx and x ∈ α or c and c ∈ A. A type
embedding l : A → B, (A, f, g,B) can be considered as the mapping of symbols. In
this sense the domain is A as the set of symbols,
l : dx 7−→ df(x)
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and
l : c 7−→ g(c).
Suppose A,B are types. Obviously, there is at most one trivial type embedding
l of A into B. If such an l exists then we call B an extension of A. Suppose B is an
extension of A. If unary operators of A and B are the same then we call an extension
B of A a constant extension of A. If a type A and set of constants C are such that
C and A don’t intersects then we denote by A + C the only type B such that B is
a constant extension of A and constant symbols of B are exactly constant symbols
from A and symbols from C. For a type embedding l : A → B and set of constants
C such that A + C and B + C are defined we denote by l + C the type embedding
r : A+ C→ B + C such that r maps symbols from A as l and r maps symbols from
C to themselves. For a type A and a constant symbol c 6∈ A we denote by A+ c the
type A+{c}. For a type embedding l : A→ B and a constant symbol c, c 6∈ A,c 6∈ B
we denote by l+ c the type embedding l+ {c}.
Suppose l : A → B is a type embedding, and B is a B-algebra. We say that
an A-algebra A is the l-puration of B if the domains of A and B are the same,
Boolean algebra structure of A and B are the same, and for every symbol s from
A it’s interpretation in A is the same as the interpretation of l(s) in B. Obviously,
l-puration of every B-algebra exists and unique. We denote l-puration of B by
P l(B). For a homomorphism f : A → B of B-algebras, we denote by P l(f) the
homomorphism g : P l(A) → P l(B) such that g is given by the same function from
domain of A to domain of B as f. Note that P l is a functor from the category of
B-algebras to the category of A-algebras.
Suppose B is a B-algebra and C is a set of symbols such that every symbol from
C lies in B. Then there exists the unique A such that B = A + C. The C-puration
of B is the l-puration of B, where l is the trivial embedding of A into B.
We call a B-algebra B a strong extension of an A-algebra A if there is a trivial
type embedding l : A → B such that A is a l-puration of B. We call a B-algebra B
a strong constant extension of an A-algebra A if B is a strong extension of A and
B is a constant extension of A. We call a B-algebra B a strong extension by a set of
constants C of an A-algebra A if B is strong extension of A and A+ C = B.
Below we will define the notion of free l-extension.
Suppose l : A → B is a type embedding and A is a A-algebra. We define (up
to isomorphism) a B-algebra E l(A) and homomorphism εlA : A → P
l(E l(A)). We
call E l(A) a free l-extension of A. E l(A) is a B-algebra such that for every B-
algebraC and homomorphism g : A→ P l(C) there exists the unique homomorphism
h : B→ C such that εlA ◦ P
l(h) = g.
P l(C) C
A P l(E l(A)) E l(A)
A-algebras B-algebras
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟✯
g
✲
εl
A
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
P l(h)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
h
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Simple check shows that every two algebras that satisfies the definition of E l(A)
are isomorphic. Obviously, if (B, f) and (B′, f′) satisfies the definition of (E l(A), εlA)
then there exists the unique isomorphism g : B→ B′ such that f ◦ P l(g) = f′.
P l(B′) B′
A P l(B) B
A-algebras B-algebras
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
f′
✲
f
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
P l(g)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
g
Further, we will prove that E l(A) and εlA exists; we will assume that we work with
some fixed choice of E l(A) and εlA.
Suppose l : A → B is a type embedding. The l-shift of a GLPAA-term t is the
result of replacing every operator symbol τ x and constant symbol c with their l-
image. For a first-order formula ϕ ∈ L(GLPAA) we denote by SF
l(ϕ) the result of
replacing every term t from ϕ with it’s l-shift; we call the formula SFl(ϕ) the l-shift
of ϕ.
We call an A-algebra A constant complete if for every x ∈ A there exists a
constant c ∈ A such that cA = x. Note that for a given constant complete A-algebra
A and A-algebra B there is at most one homomorphism from A to B. Clearly for
every algebra there exists a strong constant extension which is constant complete.
Suppose l : A → B is a type embedding and A is constant complete A-algebra. We
consider a B-algebra B built of equivalence classes of closed GLPAB-terms where
the equivalence relation is given by
t1 ∼ t2
def
⇐⇒ GLPAB + SF
l(ϕ) ⊢ t1 = t2, for some conjunction ϕ of
closed GLPAA-equations such that A |= ϕ.
Interpretations of functions and constants are given for B in a natural way:
1. [t1] ·
B [t2] = [t1 · t2];
2. [t1]+
B [t2] = [t1 + t2];
3. -B[t] = [-t];
4. dBx ([t]) = [dx(t)], for dx ∈ B;
5. cB = [c], for c ∈ A or c ∈ {0, 1}.
Suppose A is a constant complete A-algebra. We consider the function f : A →
P l(B) that maps a cA to [l(c)]. Clearly, if cA1 = c
A
2 then A |= c1 = c2 and
hence l(c1) ∼ l(c2). Thus function f is well-defined. Simple check shows that f is
a homomorphism. Let us check that (B, f) satisfies the definition of (E l(A), εlA).
Suppose we have a B-algebra C and homomorphism g : A → P l(C). We claim
that there exists the unique homomorphism h : B → C such that f ◦ P l(h) = g.
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We put h([t]) = tC, for every GLPAB-term t. For every quantifier-less closed
ϕ ∈ L(GLPAA) that is true in A the algebra C satisfies SF
l(ϕ) and hence for
closed GLPAB-terms t1 and t2 such that lie in a one equivalence class in B we have
tC1 = t
C
2 . Thus h is a well-defined function. Clearly, h is a homomorphism. Clearly,
the homomorphism f ◦ P l(h) = g. Obviously, for every homomorphism h′ : B → C
and close GLPAB-term t we have h
′([t]) = h′(tB) = tC. Hence our claim holds.
For a type embedding l : A→ B we denote by ran(l) the set of all l(a) for symbols
a ∈ A.
Suppose l : A → B, l′ : A′ → B′, r1 : A → A
′, and r2 : B → B
′ such that l ◦
r2 = r1 ◦ l
′, r1 and r2 are constant extensions, ran(l
′) ∩ ran(r2) = ran(l ◦ r2), and
ran(l′) ∪ ran(r2) = B
′.
B
′
A
′
B A
✛ l
′
✻
r2
✻
r1
✛
l
We claim that for an A-algebra A and its strong constant extension A′ that is
constant complete A′-algebra the pair (P r2(E l
′
(A)),P r1(εl
′
A)) satisfies the definition
of (E l(A), εlA). For a B-algebra C and homorphism g : A → P
l(C) we can in the
unique way find a B′-algebra C′ and homorphism g′ : A′ → P l
′
(C) such that C′ is
strong constant extension of C and P l(g′) = g. Clearly, every morphism h : A →
P r2(E l(A)) such that g = P r1(εlA)◦h is the P
r1-image of the unique h′ : A′ → E l(A).
Hence our claim holds.
From the claim it follows that for every l : A → B and A-algebra A there ex-
ists some E l(A) and corresponding εlA. We fix a choice of (E
l(A), εlA) for all type
embeddings l : A→ B and A-algebras A. Also from the claim it follows that
Lemma 4. Suppose l : A → B, l′ : A′ → B′, r1 : A → A
′, and r2 : B → B
′ are type
embeddings, A is an A-algebra, and A′ is an A′-algebra such that l◦r2 = r1◦l
′, r1 and
r2 are constant extensions, ran(l
′) ∩ ran(r2) = ran(l ◦ r2), ran(l
′) ∪ ran(r2) = B
′,
and P r1(A′) = A. Then the pair (P r2(E l
′
(A′)),P r1(εl
′
A′)) satisfies the definition of
(E l(A), εlA).
Suppose l : A → B is a trivial embedding, C is the set of all symbols that lie in
B but not in A. Then
• PA,B(A) denotes the algebra P l(A), for an A-algebra A;
• PA,B(f) denotes the homomorphism P l(f), for a homomorphism of A-algebras
f;
• PC(A) denotes the algebra P l(A), for an A-algebra A;
• PC(f) denotes the homomorphism P l(f), for a homomorphism of A-algebras f;
• Pc(A) denotes the algebra P l(A), for an A-algebra A, if C = {c};
• Pc(f) denotes the homomorphism P l(f), for a homomorphism of A-algebras f,
if C = {c}.
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The following corollary is frequently used form of Lemma 4
Lemma 5. Suppose l : A → B is a type embedding and C is a set of constants,
A is A-algebra, and A′ is a strong constant extension of A by C such that l + C
is well-defined. Then the pair (PC(E l+C(A′)),PC(εl+CA′ )) satisfies the definition of
(E l(A), εlA).
The following lemmma is a corollary of arithmetic completeness theorem for the
logic GLP:
Lemma 6. Suppose l : (α,A) → (β,B) is a type embedding and ϕ is a GLPα-
formula. Then
GLPα ⊢ ϕ ⇐⇒ GLPβ ⊢ SP
l(ϕ).
We will prove the following lemma in Section 7
Lemma 7. Suppose α is an order type, x1 ≤α x2 are indexes from α, and ϕ, ψ are
formulas from L(GLPα) such that for any [y] from ϕ or ψ we have x2 ≤α y. Then
GLPα ⊢ [x1]ψ → ϕ iff GLPα ⊢ [x2]ψ → ϕ.
From Lemmas 7, 3, 2, 6 it follows that for a type embedding l : A→ B, a constant
complete A-algebra A, and [t1], [t2] ∈ E
l(A)
tA1 6= t
A
1 ⇒ [t1] 6= [t2].
Hence we have
Lemma 8. For a type embedding l : A→ B and an A-algebra A the homorphism εlA
is an embedding.
Lemma 9. Suppose l : A → B and r : B → C are type embeddings. Then for an A-
algebra A there exists an isomorphism f : E l◦r(A)→ E r(E l(A) such that εl◦rA ◦P
l◦r(f) =
εlA ◦ P
l(εrE l(A)).
Proof. Clearly, the lemma holds if the pair (E r(E l(A)), εlA ◦ P
l(εrE l(A)) satisfies the
definition of (E l◦r(A), εl◦rA ). We will prove the late. We denote E
l(A) by B, E r(E l(A))
by C, εlA by f, and ε
r
E l(A) by g. Suppose we have a C-algebraD and a homomorphism
h : A→ P l◦r(D). We claim that there exists a homomorphism u : C→ D such that
u = f ◦ P l(g) ◦ P l◦r(u). We have the unique e : B→ P r(D) such that f ◦ P l(e) = h.
P l◦r(D) Pr(D) D
A P l(B) P l◦r(C) B Pr(C) C
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟✯
h
✲
f
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✒
P l(e)
✲
P l(g)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
✒
e
✲
g
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We obtain the unique q : C→ D such that g ◦ P r(q) = e.
P l◦r(D) Pr(D) D
A P l(B) P l◦r(C) B Pr(C) C
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟✯
h
✲
f
 
 
 
 
 ✒
P l(e)
✲
P l(g)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
P l◦r(q)
 
 
 
 
  ✒
e
✲
g
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
Pr(q)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
u q
We put u = q. Obviously, h = f◦P l(g)◦P l◦r(u). Let us prove that for an u′ : C→ D
such that h = f ◦ P l(g) ◦ P l◦r(u′) we have u = u′. Clearly, we have
f ◦ P l(g ◦ P r(u′)) = h,
hence from the uniqueness of e it follows that g ◦ P r(u′) = e. Further, from the
uniqueness of q it follows that u′ = q = u.
Suppose A is a type, B is an extension of A, and l is the trivial embedding from
A to B. We use alias EA,B = E l.
We call a type A = (α,A) a normal type if α has the minimal element m; if A
is a normal type we call m the minimal operator index of A and τm the minimal
operator of A.
We define the product of a pair of A-algebras in a standard fashion. Suppose
A and B are A-algebras. Then the product A-algebra A × B has the domain
{(x, y) | x ∈ A, y ∈ B} and for any symbol f(x1, . . . ,xn) from the signature of
GLPAA we interpret f(x1, . . . ,xn) as following:
fA×B((x1, y1), . . . , (xn, yn)) = (f
A(x1, . . . , xn), f
B(y1, . . . , yn)).
Obviously, it gives us an A-algebra. If there are f : A1 → A2 and g : B1 → B2 then
the homomorphism f× g : A1 ×A2 → B1 ×B2 is given by
f× g : (x, y) 7−→ (f(x), g(y)).
Suppose A is a normal type and A, B are A-algebras. We define the linear
product A ⊗ B of algebras A and B. Suppose dm is the minimal operator of A.
Suppose C is the product of {dm}-puration of A and {dm}-puration of B. A ⊗B
is an A-algebra. A⊗B is a strong extension of C with the following interpretation
of dm:
1. dA⊗Bm ((x, y)) = (d
A
m(x), 1
B), for x 6= 0A;
2. dA⊗Bm ((x, y)) = (0
A,dBm(y)), otherwise.
Let us check that this interpretation of dm gives us an A-algebras. Obviously, the
only axioms we need to check are those where dm occur. The axioms 1, 2, 4, and 5
can be straightforward check by considering cases from definition of interpretation
of dm for every variable occur in axiom. The fact that 3 holds can be proved by
considering following cases for x = (y, z):
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1. dAm(y) 6= 0
A,
2. dAm(y) = 0
A and y 6= 0A,
3. y = 0A.
Suppose A is a normal type, dm is the minimal operator of A, B is the {dm}-
puration of A, and l : B → A is the trivial type embedding. For embeddings of
A-algebras f : A1 → A2 and g : B1 → B2 the embedding f⊗ g : A1 ⊗B1 → A2 ⊗B2
is the only homomorphism h : A1⊗B1 → A2⊗B2 such that P
l(h) = P l(f)×P l(g).
Trivial check shows that the late definition is correct.
3 Linear Algebras
In this section first we introduce the notion of a linear GLP-algebra. Then in
Lemma 18 we show that linearity of algebras is preserved for free extensions that
add no new constants and add new operators only below existed operators.
Suppose A = (α,A) is a type and A is an A-algebra. For every i ∈ α we define
two binary relations on A
x ⊳i y
def
⇐⇒ y ≤ dm(x),
x ⊲⊳i y
def
⇐⇒ dm(x)+ x = dm(y)+ y.
It is clear that for i <α j we have ⊳j ⊂ ⊳i and ⊲⊳i⊂⊲⊳j. We call the algebra A linear
if
⋃
di∈A
(⊳i∪ ⊲⊳i) is a linear preorder on A and
⋃
di∈A
(⊳i) ∩
⋃
di∈A
(⊲⊳i) = {(0, 0)}.
Let us consider the case of normal type A with minimal operator index m. An
A-algebra A is linear if ⊳m∪ ⊲⊳m is a linear preorder on A and
⊳m∩ ⊲⊳m= {(0, 0)}.
The proofs of the four following lemmas are trivial and we omit them:
Lemma 10. Suppose A = (α,A) is a type, A is an A-algebra, and i, j ∈ α, i <α j.
Then for A we have ⊳j ⊂ ⊳i and ⊲⊳j⊂⊲⊳i.
Lemma 11. Suppose A is a type, di is an operator symbol from A, and A is an
A-algebra. Then for A
1. ⊳i is a transitive relation;
2. for x, y, z ∈ A such that x, y, z ∈ A and x ⊲⊳i y we have
x ⊳i z ⇐⇒ y ⊳i z,
z ⊳i x ⇐⇒ z ⊳i y
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3. for x, y ∈ A such that x, y 6= 0 at most one of the following three propositions
holds:
(a) x ⊳i y;
(b) y ⊳i x;
(c) x ⊲⊳i y.
Lemma 12. Suppose A is a type, di lies in A, and f : A → B is an embedding of
A-algebras. Then f preserve ⊳i and ⊲⊳i, i.e. ∀x, y ∈ A:
x ⊳Ai y ⇐⇒ f(x) ⊳
B
i f(y),
x ⊲⊳Ai y ⇐⇒ f(x) ⊲⊳
B
i f(y).
Lemma 13. Suppose a l : A → B is a trivial type embedding, di is an operator
symbol from A, and A is B-algebra. Then ⊳Ai and ⊲⊳
A
i are equal to ⊳
P l(A)
i and
⊲⊳
P l(A)
i , respectively.
Lemma 14. Suppose A is a normal type, dm is a minimal operator symbol for A,
and A is a linear A-algebra. Then for x, y ∈ A we have
dm(x) = dm(y) ⇐⇒ x ⊲⊳m y.
Proof. ⇒: Suppose dm(x) = dm(y) 6= 0. We claim that x ⊲⊳m y. Obviously, it’s
enough to show that ¬x⊳my and ¬y⊳mx. Assume that x⊳my. Then dm(y) = dm(x) ≥
y. From Axiom 3 of GLP-algebras it follows that dm(y) = 0, contradiction. For the
same reason, the assumption y ⊳m x leads to contradiction too.
⇐: Now suppose that x ⊲⊳m y. We claim that dm(x) = dm(y). We have
x+ dm(x) = y+ dm(y).
Hence we have
dm(x)+ dm(dm(x)) = dm(y)+ dm(dm(y)).
And finally we conclude
dm(x) = dm(y).
Suppose l : A → B is a type embedding, where l = (A, f, g,B), A = (α,A), and
B = (β,B). We call l a final type embedding, if
1. A is a normal type;
2. g is bijection;
3. f is an embedding of α into β as final interval.
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We call l a simple final type embedding, if it is a final type embedding and there is
only one element of β that is not in the range of f. We call l a normal type embedding,
if l is a simple final type embedding and a trivial embedding, the minimal operator
index of A is 0, and the minimal operator index of B is 1.
Obviously, for every simple final type embedding l : A→ B we can find a normal
embedding l′ : A′ → B′ and bijective type embeddings r1 : A → A
′, r2 : B → B
′ such
that l = r1 ◦ l
′ ◦ r−12 .
B
′
A
′
B A
✛ l
′
✻
r2
✻
r1
✛
l
In most cases, without lose of generality, we consider only normal embeddings in-
stead of simple final type embeddings.
Further in this section we develop a generalization of the theory of GLP-words
[2] for linear GLP-algebras.
Suppose A is a type with the minimal operator symbol d0 and t is a closed
GLPAA-terms of the form
cn · d0(cn−1 · d0(cn−2 · d0(. . .d0(c2 · d0(c1)) . . .))),
where n ≥ 1. Then we call t a quasi-words of the type A.
Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and A is a A-algebra. Then we
call a quasi-word
cn · d0(cn−1 · d0(cn−2 · d0(. . .d0(c2 · d0(c1)) . . .)))
of the type B A-normalized if A 6|= ci ⊳1 ci+1, for all i from 1 to n− 1.
Lemma 15. Suppose l : A→ B is a normal type embedding, A is a A-algebra, and t
is a quasi-word of the type B. Then there exists an A-normalized word t′ such that
EA |= t = t′.
Proof. Suppose t have the form
cn · d0(cn−1 · d0(cn−2 · d0(. . .d0(c2 · d0(c1)) . . .))).
We prove the lemma by induction on n. In the case of n = 1 the quasi-word t is just
a constant symbol. Hence the induction basis holds.
Now we prove the induction step. Either t is an A-normalized quasi-word and
we are done or there is a number i < n such that A |= ci ⊳1 ci+1. We denote the word
cn · d0(cn−1 · d0(. . . ci+1 · d0(ci−1 · d0(. . .d0(c2 · d0(c1)) . . .)) . . .))
by w. Clearly,
E l(A) |= ∀x(ci+1·d0(x) = ci+1·d1(ci)·d0(x) = ci+1·d1(ci·d0(x)) ≤ ci+1·d0(ci·d0(x))).
From the other side,
E l(A) |= ∀x(ci+1 · d0(x) ≥ ci+1 · d0(d0(x)) ≥ ci+1 · d0(ci · d0(x))).
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Hence
E l(A) |= ∀x(ci+1 · d0(x) = ci+1 · d0(ci · d0(x))).
Therefore
E l(A) |= t = w.
We use the inductive hypothesis for w and obtain an A-normalized quasi-word w′
such that
E l(A) |= w′ = w = t.
It finishes the proof of the induction step and the lemma.
Lemma 16. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and A is a constant
complete linear A-algebra. Then for every two quasi-words t,w of the type B we
have either E l(A) |= t ⊳0 w, or E
l(A) |= t ⊲⊳0 w, or E
l(A) |= w ⊳0 t.
Proof. We consider A-normalized quasi-words t and w of the type B. Suppose t is
cn · d0(cn−1 · d0(cn−2 · d0(. . .d0(c2 · d0(c1)) . . .)))
and w is
qm · d0(qm−1 · d0(qm−2 · d0(. . .d0(q2 · d0(q1)) . . .))).
We claim that either E l(A) |= t ⊳0 w or E
l(A) |= t ⊲⊳0 w or E
l(A) |= w ⊳0 t. If for
some 1 < i ≤ n we have A |= ci = 1 or for some 1 < i ≤ m we have A |= qi = 1 then
the claim holds trivially and we are done. Now we assume that for all 1 < i ≤ n we
have A 6|= ci = 1 and for all 1 < i ≤ m we have A 6|= qi = 1. We find the minimal
i from 1 to min(n− 1,m− 1) such that A 6|= qi ⊲⊳1 ci. If there are no such a i then
we show that
1. A |= t ⊳0 w, if n < m,
2. A |= t ⊲⊳0 w, if n = m,
3. A |= w ⊳0 t, if m < n.
We have
GLPAB ⊢ ∀x,y, z(x ⊲⊳1 y ⇒ x · d0(z) ⊲⊳1 y · d0(z))
and
GLPAB ⊢ ∀x,y(x ⊲⊳1 y ⇒ d0(x) = d0(y)).
Using this two facts we prove 2. Second, using these facts and
GLPAB ⊢ ∀x,y(x ⊳0 y · d0(x))
we prove 1 and 3. Now we assume that we have i such that A 6|= qi ⊲⊳1 ci and for
all 1 ≤ j < i we have A |= qj ⊲⊳1 cj. Because A is linear we have either A |= qi ⊳1 ci
or A |= ci ⊳1 qi. Without lose of generality we assume that A |= qi ⊳1 ci. Because w
is A-normalized and A is linear, we have A |= qj ⊳1 ci for all j from i to m. Using
the same method as above in the proof we show that
E l(A) |= ∀x(ci · d0(x) = ci · d0(qj · d0(x))),
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for all j from i to m. Using the last we show that
E l(A) |= w ⊳0 ci · d0(ci−1 · d0(cn−2 · d0(. . .d0(c2 · d0(c1)) . . .))).
And finally we conclude that
E l(A) |= w ⊳0 t.
Corollary 1. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and A is a constant
complete linear A-algebra. Then for every two quasi-words t,w of the type B, terms
d0(t) and d0(w) are ≤-comparable in E
l(A).
Proposition 1. Suppose l : A→ B is a normal type embedding and A is a constant
complete linear A-algebra. Then every element of E l(A) is equal to the value of some
Boolean combination of quasi-words of the type A.
Proof. We call a term t a quasi-word closures of the type B if t is τ 0(w) for some
quasi-word w of the type B .
Note that the conclusion of the lemma is equivalent to the following proposition:
every element of E l(A) is equal to the value of some Boolean combination of con-
stants and quasi-word closures of the type B. We will actually prove this equivalent
form.
Every element of E l(A) is the value of some closedGLPAB-term t. We prove the
lemma by induction on the length of the representing term. For constant symbols
as representing term the lemma holds trivially. Obviously, the induction step holds
for all cases for the top operation in representing term but some τ x.
Suppose t is τ x(w). From induction hypothesis we know that w
B is the value of
some Boolean combination w′ of constants and quasi-word closures of the type B.
We use Corollary 1 and constant completeness of A to transform CNF of w′ in the
way we describe subsequently. We obtain number k and for every i from 1 to k we
obtain constants ci ∈ A and quasi-word closures ui, vi of the type B such that
E l(A) |= w =
∑
1≤i≤k
(ci · ui · -vi).
First, we assume that dx ∈ A. For every i from 1 to k we find qi ∈ A such that
A |= qi = dx(ci).
Then using items 2 and 3 of Lemma 1 we conclude that
E l(A) |= t =
∑
1≤i≤k
(qi · ui · -vi)
and we are done.
Now we assume that x = 0. Clearly, it’s enough to show that for every i from 1
to k we have a quasi-word closure d0(qi) of the type B such that
E l(A) |= d0(ci · ui · -vi) = d0(qi).
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If
E l(A) |= ci · ui ⊳0 vi
then we put qi = qi+ui; simple check shows that qi satisfies the requirements. Note
that here we also have
E l(A) |= qi ⊲⊳0 ci · ui · -vi.
Now we assume that
E l(A) 6|= ci · ui ⊳0 vi
From Lemma 16 it follows that we have
E l(A) |= (vi ⊳0 ci · ui) ∨ (ci · ui ⊲⊳0 vi).
Because vi starts with d0 we have
E l(A) |= vi = vi + d0(vi) ≥ (ci · ui)+ d0(ci · ui) ≥ ci · ui.
Hence we can take 1 as qi. Note that here we also have
E l(A) |= qi ⊲⊳0 ci · ui · -vi.
Lemma 17. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and A is a constant
complete linear A-algebra. Then every element of E l(A) is ⊲⊳0-equivalent to the value
of some quasi-word of the type B.
Proof. We denote E l(A) by B. In the end part of Proposition 1 we have actually
shown that every x ∈ B is equal to
∑
1≤i≤k
yi such that all yi are ⊲⊳0-equivalent to the
value of some quasi-word of the type B.
We claim that if x, y ∈ B are ⊲⊳0-equivalent to the values of some quasi-words
t1, t2 of the type B, respectively, then x ·
B y is the value of some quasi-word of the
type B. There are three cases: B |= t1 ⊳0 t2, B |= t1 ⊲⊳0 t2, B |= t2 ⊳0 t1. Without
lose of generality we consider only first two cases because third case is equivalent to
the first one. If B |= t1 ⊳0 t2 then B |= x+ d0(x) ≤ y and hence
B |= t1 + d0(t1) = x+ d0(x) = (x+ y)+ d0(x+ y).
Therefore in the first case we can take t1 as required quasi-word of the type B. In
the second case we have
B |= t1 + d0(t1) = t2 + d0(t2) = x+ d0(x) = y+ d0(y) = (x+ y)+ d0(x+ y),
and hence we can take t1 as required quasi-word of the type B.
Obviously, the lemma follows from the claim
Lemma 18. Suppose l : A→ B is a final type embedding. Then for a linear A-algebra
A the algebra E l(A) is linear.
Proof. We consider three cases:
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1. l is a simple final type embedding;
2. there are only finitely many operator symbols in B that are not l image of
some operator symbol from A;
3. l is an arbitrary final type embedding.
Case 1: Follows from Lemmas 16 and 17.
Case 2: Obviously, we can decompose l as a composition of simple final type
embeddings:
l = r1 ◦ r2 ◦ . . . ◦ rn.
From Lemma 9 it follows that for an A-algebra A algebras E l(A) and
E rn(. . . (E r1(A)))
are isomorphic. Hence for a linear A-algebra A the algebra E l(A) is linear.
Case 3: Due to Lemma 4 we can consider only the case of constant complete
algebra A. From the definition of linear algebra, it follows that the linearity of
E l(A) follows from the subsequent claim. We claim that for every three elements
x, y, z ∈ E l(A) and operator di ∈ B there exists a type C, the trivial type embedding
r : C → A, a linear C-algebra B, and an embedding f : B → E l(A) such that there
exist f−1(x), f−1(y), and f−1(z). From constant completeness of A it follows that we
can find closed GLPAB-terms t1, t2, t3 such that x, y, and z are equal to the values
of t1, t2, and t3 in E
l(A), respectively. We find final type embeddings r′ : A → C
and trivial type embedding r : C→ B such that r′ ◦ r = l, the set of operators from C
that are not in ran(r1) is finite, di ∈ C, and t1, t,t3 are GLPAC-terms. We denote
by B the algebra E r
′
(A). From the case 2 we know that B is linear. Without lose
of generality we can assume that E l(A) = E r(B). Clearly, x, y, z are in the εrB-image
of B. That finishes the proof of the claim.
From the Lemma 18 and Lemma 10 it follows that
Corollary 2. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and A is a linear
A-algebra. Then for every x, y ∈ A:
x ⊳A1 y ⇐⇒ ε
l
A(x) ⊳
E l(A)
0 ε
l
A(y) and
x ⊲⊳A1 y ⇐⇒ ε
l
A(x) ⊲⊳
E l(A)
0 ε
l
A(y).
4 Some Factor Algebras
Suppose q is a constant symbol, A = (α,A) is a normal type, dm is the minimal
operator of A and q doesn’t lie in A. We denote A + q by B and {dm}-puration of
A by C.
Suppose A is a B-algebra. Then we denote by QA,q(A) the {q}-puration of the
factor algebra A/∼, where ∼ is
x ∼ y
def
⇐⇒ x+ dm(q
A) = x+ dm(q).
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Obviously, ∼ is an equivalence relation. Let us check that ∼ is compatible with all
operations of A. Obviously, Boolean operations of A are compatible with ∼. Now
we prove compatibility for operators di, where i 6= m. Suppose we have i >α m and
x, y ∈ A such that
x+ dm(q) = y+ dm(q).
We need to prove that
di(x)+ dm(q) = di(y)+ dm(q).
Using item 4 of Lemma 1 we obtain
di(x)+dm(q) = di(x+dm(q))+dm(q) = di(y+dm(q))+dm(q) = di(y)+dm(q).
Now we prove compatibility for operator dm. Suppose we have x, y ∈ A such that
x+ dm(q) = y+ dm(q).
We need to prove that
dm(x)+ dm(q) = dm(y)+ dm(q).
Using item 1 of Lemma 1 we obtain
dm(x)+ dm(q) = dm(x)+ dm(dm(q))+ dm(q) = dm(x+ dm(q))+ dm(q).
We have the same for y
dm(y)+ dm(q) = dm(y+ dm(q))+ dm(q).
Hence
dm(x)+ dm(q) = dm(y)+ dm(q).
We have proved that QA,q(A) is well-defined. We denote the homomorphism from
the algebra PA,B(A) to QA,q(A) that maps a given element x to the equivalent class
[x] by ηA,qA .
Suppose A is a B-algebra. We define an A-algebra RA,q(A). Here we denote
RA,q(A) by C. B is a factor algebra of the {q,dm}-puration of the algebra A; the
corresponding quotient relation is
x ∼ y
def
⇐⇒ x ·A dAm(q
A) = y ·A dAm(q
A).
Clearly, ∼ is an equivalence relation. Boolean operations obviously compatible with
∼. The fact that di is compatible with ∼ for i >α m can be proved with the use of
item 1 of Lemma 1. Hence B is well-defined. The algebra RB,q(A) is an extension
of the algebra B. In order to complete the definition of C we need to give the
interpretation of dm. We put
d
C
m([x]) = [d
A
m(x ·
A
d
A
m(q
A))].
Obviously, this definition of dCm doesn’t depend of the choice of x from a quotient
class. Let us check that C is A-algebra. For this check it sufficient to show that all
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axioms of A-algebras with dm holds in C. It can be done straightforward for axioms
1, 2, and 3 of GLP-algebras. Now we prove that axiom 4 of GLP-algebras holds in
C. Let us work in A. We need to show that equation
dm(x · dm(q)) · dm(q) = (di(x)+ dm(x · dm(q))) · dm(q)
holds in A for all x ∈ A and i >α m. From item 2 of Lemma 1 it follows that
dm(x · dm(q)) = di(x · dm(q))+ dm(x · dm(q)) = (di(x) · dm(q))+ dm(x · dm(q))
= (di(x)+ dm(x · dm(q))) · dm(q).
Hence the required equation holds in A. Axiom 5 can be checked in the same way
as the axiom 4 (with the use of item 3 of Lemma 1 instead of item 2) and we omit
this check. Hence C is an A-algebra.
Suppose A is a B-algebra. There is a homomorphism
ηA,qA : P
C,A(QA,q(A))× PC,A(RA,q(A))→ PC,B(A),
ηA,qA : ([x], [y]) 7−→ (x+
A
d
A
m(q
A)) ·A (y+A -AdAm(q
A)).
Straightforward check shows that ηA is a well-defined function, homomorphism, and
isomorphism.
We are interested in the case when ηA,qA is actually a homorphism of Q
A,q(A)⊗
RA,q(A) to P r(A).
Suppose A is a linear B-algebra. Then we define
λA,qA : Q
A,q(A)⊗RA,q(A)→ PA,B(A)
is the only f : QA,q(A)⊗RA,q(A)→ PA,B(A) such that PC,A(f) = ηA,qA . In order to
check correctness of the definition of λA,qA we prove
1. A |= ∀x(¬dm(q) ≥ x→ dm(x) = dm(x+ dm(q))+ dm(q));
2. A |= ∀x(dm(q) ≥ x→ dm(x) = dm(q) · dm(dm(q) · x)).
Items 1 and 2 correspond to the different cases in the definition of the interpretation
of dm in linear product. Item 2 obviously holds. Now we prove item 1. Suppose
x ∈ A such that dAm(q
A) 6≥A x. Then qA 6 ⊳Amx. Hence either q
A ⊲⊳Am x or x ⊳
A
m q
A.
Therefore dAm(x) ≥
A
d
A
m(q
A). Thus dm(x) = dm(x+ dm(q))+ dm(q). This finishes
the proof of correctness of the definition of λA,qA .
5 Free Extensions
We call a tuple E = (l,A,q,C) an extension sequence type if l : A → B is a normal
type embedding, A is a linear A-algebra, C is a set of constant symbols, B + C is
well-defined, and the constant symbol q 6∈ B+ C.
Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and q 6∈ B. For an (A + q)-
algebra A we denote by S l,q(A) the B-algebra QB,q(E l+q(A)) and we denote by
ιl,qA : A→ S
l,q(A) the homomorphism εA+q,B+qA ◦ η
B,q
EA+q,B+q(A)
.
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Suppose l : A→ B is a normal type embedding and E = (l,A,q,C) is a extension
sequence type. We call a non-empty sequence H = (H1, . . . ,Hn) an extension
sequence of the type E if Hn is (A+C)-algebra and Hi is a (A+C+ q)-algebra, for
i < n. Now we will define an (A+ C)-algebra UH. If n = 1 then
UH = E
l+C(H1).
Otherwise,
UH = S
l+C,q(H1)⊗U(H2,...,Hn).
Note that PA,B+C(UH) is just the product
PA,B+C(S l+C,q(H1))× (P
A,B+C(S l+C,q(H2))× (. . .× (P
A,B+C(S l+C,q(Hn−1))×
PA,B+C(E l+C(Hn))) . . .)),
in the natural way we encode it’s elements by n-tuples. We give χE
H
: A →
PA,B+C(UH) by
x 7−→ (PC(ιl+C,qH1 )(x), . . . ,P
C(ιl+C,qHn−1 )(x),P
C(εl+C)(x)).
We define ζE
H
: E l(A) → PC(UH) as the unique morphism such that ε
l
A ◦ P
l(ζE
H
) =
χE
H
.
PA,B+C(UH) P
C(UH)
A P l(E l(A)) E l(A)
A-algebras B-algebras
✟✟
✟✟
✟✟
✟✯
χE
H
✲
εl
A
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
P l(ζE
H
)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣✻
ζE
H
Obviously, the following two lemmas holds
Lemma 19. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding, C,D are pairwise
non-intersecting sets of constants, A is a linear (A + D)-algebra, A′ = PD(A),
H = (H1, . . . ,Hn−1,Hn) is an extension sequence of the type E = (l + D,A, q,C).
Then
H′ = (PD(H1), . . . ,P
D(Hn−1),P
D(Hn))
is an extension sequence of the type E′ = (l,A′, q,C) and there exist isomorphisms
f : E l(A′)→ PD(E l+D(A)) and g : UH′ → P
D(UH) such that the following diagrams
commute:
E l(A) PC(UH1)
PD(E l(A′)) PC(UH1)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣❄
f
✲
εl
A
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣❄
PC(g)
✲
PD(εl+D
A′
)
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PC(U
H1
)
P l(E l(A))
A
PA,B+D(E l+D(A′))
PA,B+C+D(U
H2
)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣❄
PA,B+C(g)
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  ✒
P l(ζE
1
H1
)
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣
♣❄
P l(f)
✘✘✘
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Lemma 20. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding, C,D are pairwise
non-intersecting sets of constants, A is a linear A-algebra, E1 = (l,A, q,C) and
E2 = (l,A, q,C ⊔ D) are extension sequence types, H2 = (H1, . . . ,Hn−1,Hn) is an
extension sequence of the type E2. Then
H1 = (PD(H1), . . . ,P
D(Hn−1),P
D(Hn))
is an extension sequence of the type E1 such that P
D(U
H2
) = U
H1
, χE
2
H2
= χE
1
H1
, and
ζE
2
H2
= ζE
1
H1
.
Lemma 21. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding, E = (l,A, q,C) is
an extension sequence type, and H is an extension sequence of the type E. Then
ζE
H
: E l(A)→ UH is isomorphism.
We will prove Lemma 21 later in the section.
Suppose l : A→ B is a normal type embedding and E = (l,A,q,C) is an exten-
sion sequence type. For an extension sequence H of the type E we denote by YH
the only strong constant extension by the set C of E l(A) that is isomorphic to UH
under an isomorphism f : YH → UH such that P
C(f) = ζE
H
.
Lemma 22. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding and A is a linear
A-algebra. Then for every strong constant extension B of E l(A) by a finite set
of constants C and q 6∈ B + C there exists an extension sequence H of the type
E = (l,A, q,C) such that YH = B.
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We will prove Lemma 22 later in the section.
Suppose q is a constant symbol and A = (α,A) is a type such that q ∈ A and
τ 0 ∈ A. We define the mapping SQ
A
q of GLPAA-terms
• SQAq(0) = τ 0(q)+ 0;
• SQAq(1) = τ 0(q)+ 1;
• SQAq(c) = τ 0(q)+ c, where c is constant symbol;
• SQAq(x) = τ 0(q)+x, where x is first-order variable;
• SQAq(t1 · t2) = τ 0(q)+ (SQ
A
q(t1) · SQ
A
q(t2));
• SQAq(t1 + t2) = τ 0(q)+ (SQ
A
q(t1)+ SQ
A
q(t2));
• SQAq(-t) = τ 0(q)+ -SQ
A
q(t);
• SQAq(dx(t)) = τ 0(q)+ dx(SQ
A
q(t)).
Similarly, for a propositional variable x we define the mapping SQFαx of GLPα-
formulas
• SQFαx(⊤) = [0]x ∨ ⊤;
• SQFαx(⊥) = [0]x ∨ ⊥;
• SQFαx(y) = [0]x ∨ y, for a propositional variable y;
• SQFαx(ϕ ∨ ψ) = [0]x ∨ (SQF
α
x(ϕ) ∨ SQF
α
x(ψ)), for GLPα-formulas ϕ, ψ;
• SQFαx(ϕ ∧ ψ) = [0]x ∨ (SQF
α
x(ϕ) ∧ SQF
α
x(ψ)), for GLPα-formulas ϕ, ψ;
• SQFαx(ϕ→ ψ) = [0]x ∨ (SQF
α
x(ϕ)→ SQF
α
x(ψ)), for GLPα-formulas ϕ, ψ;
• SQFαx(¬ϕ) = [0]x ∨ (¬SQF
α
x(ϕ)), for a GLPα-formula ϕ;
• SQFαx([x]ϕ) = [0]x ∨ ([x]SQF
α
x(ϕ)), for a GLPα-formula ϕ and τ x ∈ A.
Obviously, for a GLPAA-term t the formula SQF
α
vq(t
⋆) is GLPAA-equivalent to
(SQFAq(t))
⋆
Lemma 23. Suppose α is a linear ordered set, 0 is the minimal element of α, 1 is
the minimal element of α \ {0}, ϕ and ψ are formulas from L(GLPα), and x is
a propositional variable such that x doesn’t occur in ϕ, [0] doesn’t occur in ψ, and
GLPα 0 (ψ ∧ [1]ψ)→ x. Then
GLPα ⊢ (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ ϕ ⇐⇒ GLPα ⊢ (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ SQF
α
x (ϕ).
The proof of Lemma 23 uses technique that is significantly different from the
technique of the other parts of the paper. We prove Lemma 23 in Section 7.
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Lemma 24. Suppose l : A→ B is a normal embedding, q 6∈ A and A is an (A+ q)-
algebra such that Pq(A) is a constant complete A-algebra and qA 6= 1A. Then for a
closed GLPAB-terms t1 and t2 we have
E l(A) |= t1 = t2 ⇐⇒ E
l(A) |= SQBq (t1) = SQ
B
q (t2)
Proof. Suppose α is the operator index set of A and β is the operator index set for
B.
Clearly, E l(A) |= t1 = t2 iff there exist closed GLPAA-terms w1,u1, . . . ,wn,un
such that
A |= w1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧wn = un
and
GLPAB ⊢ (w1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧wn = un)→ t1 = t2. (1)
(1) is equivalent to
GLPβ + (w1
⋆ ↔ u1
⋆) ∧ . . . ∧ (wn
⋆ ↔ un
⋆) ⊢ t1
⋆ ↔ t2
⋆.
Because qA 6= 1A, for every w1,u1, . . . ,wn,un such that
A |= w1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧wn = un
we have
GLPα + (w1
⋆ ↔ u1
⋆) ∧ . . . ∧ (wn
⋆ ↔ un
⋆) 0 t1
⋆ ↔ t2
⋆
Hence from Lemma 23 it follows that (1) is equivalent to
GLPβ + (w1
⋆ ↔ u1
⋆) ∧ . . . ∧ (wn
⋆ ↔ un
⋆) ⊢ SQFv
q
β (t1
⋆ ↔ t2
⋆).
Clearly,
GLPβ ⊢ SQF
vq
β (t1
⋆ ↔ t2
⋆) ↔ (SQFv
q
β (t1
⋆) ↔ SQFv
q
β (t2
⋆)).
Therefore (1) is equivalent to
GLPAB ⊢ w1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧wn = un → SQ
q
B
(t1) = SQ
q
B
(t2).
Also, E l(A) |= SQq
B
(t1) = SQ
q
B
(t2) iff there exists closed GLPAA-terms w1,
u1, . . . ,wn,un such that
A |= w1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧wn = un
and
GLPAB ⊢ (w1 = u1 ∧ . . . ∧wn = un)→ SQ
q
B
(t1) = SQ
q
B
(t2). (2)
Henceforth the lemma holds.
From Lemma 24 we conclude
Corollary 3. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding, q 6∈ A and A is an
(A + q)-algebra such that Pq(A) is a constant complete A-algebra and qA 6= 1A.
Then RB,q(E l+q(A)) is isomorphic to E l(Pq(A)).
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Now we will prove Lemma 21.
Proof. We prove the lemma by induction on the length of H. From Lemma 4 it fol-
lows that in the case of one element H the lemma holds. SupposeH = (H1, . . . ,Hn),
where n ≥ 2. We denote by G the sequence (H2,H3, . . . ,Hn) From Lemma 19 it
follows that we can consider only the case of constant complete algebra A. We
consider the algebra
PC(S l+C,q(H1))⊗ E
l(A).
We denote the homomorphism idPC(Sl+C,q(H1)) ⊗ ζ
E
G
by f,
f : PC(S l+C,q(H1))⊗ E
l(A)→ PC(UE
H
).
From inductive hypothesis we know that ζE
G
is an isomorphism. Hence f is an
isomorphism. Because A is constant complete, there is at most one homorphism
from E l(A) to any given algebra. Hence in order to prove the inductive hypothesis
we only need to show that PC(S l+C,q(H1))⊗ E
l(A) and E l(A) are isomorphic.
We denote the (A + q)-algebra PC(H1) by B. Clearly, P
q(B) = A. Because
E l+q(B) is linear, the algebra E l(A) is isomorphic to
QB,q(E l+q(B))⊗RB,q(E l+q(B)).
Obviously, QB,q(E l+q(B)) is isomorphic to PC(S l+C,q(H1)). From Corollary 3 it
follows that E l(Pq(B)) is isomorphic to RB,q(E l+q(B)). Hence RB,q(E l+q(B)) is
isomorphic to E l(A). Therefore PC(S l+C,q(H1))⊗ E
l(A) and E l(A) are isomorphic.
Now we will prove Lemma 22.
Proof. From Lemma 19 it follows that the general case of the lemma follows from
the case of constant complete algebra A. Further, we will assume that A is constant
complete. We choose a finite sequence of closed GLPAB-terms t1, . . . , tn such that
for every c ∈ C we have B |= c = ti for some i from 1 to n and every proper subterm
of every ti is graphically equal to tj for some j. Now we choose some set of fresh
constants E = {e1, . . . , en}. We consider the strong constant extension B
′ of E l(A)
by the set of constants E with interpretations eB
′
i = t
E l(A)
i . We are going to find an
extension sequence S of the type F = (l,A,q,E) such that YS = B
′. We denote by
r : A+C→ A+E such that it maps symbols from A to themselves and c ∈ C to ei,
where i is a number from 1 to n such that B |= ti = c. Obviously from such a S we
can construct the required H by applying P r to elements of S.
For i from 0 to n we denote by Ei the set {e1, . . . , ei}. By induction on i from 0
to n we prove that there exists an extension sequence Si = (Si1, . . . ,S
i
ki
) of the type
Fi = (l,A,q,Ei) such that
• Y
Si
= PE\Ei(B′),
• for every j < i we have Sil |= ej = 1 ∨ ej = 0, for all l from 1 to ki if tj is d0(w)
for some w .
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From the inductive hypothesis for i = n it follows that required S exists and further
it follows that the required H exists. The case of i = 0 is trivial. Now we prove
the inductive hypothesis for i+ 1 using the inductive hypothesis for i. Suppose ti+1
doesn’t starts with d0. Then we can find a closed GLPAB+Ei-term w such that
there are at most one non-constant functional symbol in w, there are no d0 in w,
and B′ |= w = ei+1. We give Si+1 as following:
• ki+1 = ki,
• for all j from 1 to ki, the algebra S
i+1
j is the strong constant extension of S
i
j by
ei+1 with the interpretation e
S
i+1
j
i+1 = w
Si
j.
Simple check shows that for Si+1 the induction hypothesis holds.
Further we assume that ti+1 starts with d0. Obviously, we have P
E\Ei(B′) |=
d0c = ei+1 for some constant symbol c ∈ A + Ei. We consider the minimal u from
1 to ki such that S
l+Ei,q(Siu) 6|= c = 1; if there are no such a number u then we give
Si+1 as following:
• ki+1 = ki,
• for all j from 1 to ki algebra S
i+1
j is the strong constant extension of S
i
j by ei+1
with interpretation e
S
i+1
j
i+1 = 1
Si
j.
Simple check shows that for Si+1 the induction hypothesis holds.
Further we assume that we have found such a number u. If S l+Ei,q(Siu) |= d0(c) =
0 the we give Si+1 as following:
• ki+1 = ki,
• for all j from 1 to u, the algebra Si+1j is the strong constant extension of S
i
j by
ei+1 with interpretation e
Si+1
j
i+1 = 0
Si
j;
• for all j from u + 1 to ki, the algebra S
i+1
j is the strong constant extension of
Sij by ei+1 with interpretation e
S
i+1
j
i+1 = 1
Si
j.
Simple check shows that for Si+1 the induction hypothesis holds.
Further we assume that S l+Ei,q(Siu) |= d0(c) 6= 0. We give S
i+1 as following:
• ki+1 = ki + 1,
• for all j from 1 to u − 1, the algebra Si+1j is the strong constant extension of
Sij by ei+1 with interpretation e
S
i+1
j
i+1 = 0
Si
j,
• Si+1u is the strong constant extension of P
q(Sij−1) by {q, ei+1} with interpreta-
tions qS
i+1
u = cS
i
u and eS
i+1
u
i+1 = 0
Siu ,
• for all j from u + 1 to ki + 1 the algebra S
i+1
j is the strong constant extension
of Sij−1 by ei+1 with interpretation e
S
i+1
j
i+1 = 1
Si
j−1 .
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Clearly, we have U
Si+1
|= ei+1 = t. By induction on j we check that for all j from
1 to i we have U
Si+1
|= ej = tj; from this and the previous sentence it will follows
that Y
Si+1
= PE\Ei+1(B′). The case of all tj but tj that starts with d0 trivially holds.
Further we will assume that tj starts with d0. From the inductive hypothesis of the
second induction it follows that U
Si+1
|= d0(b) = tj for some constant symbol b
that is not ei+1. We find the minimal o such that S
l+Ei,q(Sio) 6|= b = 0. We consider
two cases: 1. o < u and 2. o ≥ u or o is undefined. Suppose o < u. From the
induction hypothesis of the first induction we have Sil |= ej = 0 for all l from 1 to
o and Sil |= ej = 1 for all l from o to ki. Hence the inductive hypothesis for this
j holds. Now suppose o ≥ u or o is undefined. Here we will assume that u 6= ki;
the case of u = ki is almost the same. We have S
l+Ei,q(Siu) |= d0(b) = 0. Hence
E l+Ei+q(Siu) |= d0(q) ≥ d0(b). We also know that E
l+Ei+q(Siu) 6|= d0(q) ≥ d0(c).
From the linearity of E l+Ei+q(Siu) it follows that
E l+Ei+q(Siu) |= d0(c) ⊳0 d0(q)
and
E l+Ei+q(Siu) |= d0(q) ⊳0 d0(b) ∨ d0(q) ⊲⊳0 d0(b).
Thus
E l+Ei+q(Siu) |= c ⊳0 b.
Hence
E l+Ei+q(Siu) |= d0(c) ≥ b.
Therefore S l+Ei+1,q(Si+1u ) |= b = 0. From the last we conclude the inductive hypoth-
esis. This finishes the proof of our second inductive claim. It also finishes the proof
of the first inductive claim and the lemma.
6 Elementary Theories of GLP-Algebras
We will assume that all types A = (A, α) we consider are effective in the following
sense:
• sets A and |α| are enumerable,
• <α is decidable relation.
Suppose A is a type with a minimal operator symbol dm.
For a term t we denote by t0 the term -t and by t1 the term t. We denote by
LAA the class of all formulas in the language of A-algebras of the form t
p1
1 · (t
p2
2 ·
. . . (t
pn−1
n-1 · t
pn
n ) . . .) = 0, where
1. for every i from 1 to n the number pi ∈ {0, 1};
2. for every i from 1 to n the term ti is either wi or τ x(wi), where τ x ∈ A and wi
is either a constant symbol from A or a first-order variable;
3. for 0 < i < j ≤ n terms ti and tj are graphically nonidentical.
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We call a type A finite if there are only finitely many symbols in A.
We denote by LACA the set of all closed formulas from LAA. Note that for a
finite type A there are only finitely many formulas in LACA.
We denote by LAEA the class of all formulas in the language of A-algebras of the
form t1 = t2 such that for all da ∈ A every occurrence of τ a in t1 and t2 is of the
form da(w), where w is either a constant from A or a first-order variable.
We denote by LPA the class of all formulas of the form ϕ[x1, . . . ,xn/ψ1, . . . , ψn],
where ϕ is a propositional formula in disjunctive normal form, {x1, . . . ,xn} is the
set of all propositional variable that lies in ϕ, formulas ψ1, . . . , ψn ∈ LAA, and for all
1 ≤ i < j ≤ n formulas ψi and ψj are graphically nonidentical. We denote by LPCA
the set of all closed formulas from LPA. Obviously, for a finite type A there are only
finitely many formulas in LPCA.
We call a propositional formula ϕ a positive propositional formula if the only
connectives used in ϕ are ∧ and ∨. Note that we consider ⊥ as a positive formula.
A quantifier prefix Γ is a string of the form Q1x1 . . .Qnxn, where every Qi is ei-
ther ∀ or ∃ and n ≥ 0. For a quantifier prefix QxΓ we denote by LQxΓ
A
the class of all
formulas of the form ϕ[x1, . . . ,xn/Qxψ1, . . . ,Qxψn], where ϕ is a positive proposi-
tional formula in disjunctive normal form, {x1, . . . ,xn} is the set of all propositional
variable that lies in ϕ, and formulas ψ1, . . . , ψn ∈ L
Γ
A
are pairwise graphically non-
identical. We denote by LCΓ
A
the set of all closed formulas from LΓ
A
. Obviously, for
a finite type A and a quantifier prefix Γ there are only finitely many formulas in LΓ
A
.
Obviously, the following three lemmas holds:
Lemma 25. Suppose A is a type. Then for a quantifier-less ϕ from L(GLPAA) such
that every atomic subformula of ϕ is from LAEA we can effectively find a ϕ
′ ∈ LPA
such that ϕ′ is GLPAA-equivalent to ϕ and FV(ϕ
′) ⊂ FV(ϕ).
Lemma 26. Suppose A is a type. Then for every quantifier prefix Γ , every positive
propositional formula ϕ(x1, . . . , xn), and formulas ψ1, . . . , ψn ∈ L
Γ
A we can effectively
find ψ ∈ LΓA that is GLPAA-equivalent to ϕ[x1, . . . , xn/ψ1, . . . , ψn] and FV(ψ) ⊂
FV(ψ1) ∪ . . . ∪ FV(ψn).
Lemma 27. Suppose A is a type. Then for every closed formula from L(GLPAA)
we can effectively find quantifier prefix Γ and formula ϕ ∈ LCΓA such that ϕ will be
GLPAA-equivalent to the given formula.
Lemma 28. Suppose l : A→ B is a normal type embedding. Then for every constant
c ∈ A and formula ϕ ∈ LACA we can effectively find SimpQuotTr
l(ϕ, c) ∈ LPCA
such that for every A-algebra A and it’s extension A′ by some q, A′ |= c = q we
have
A |= SimpQuotTrl(ϕ, c) ⇐⇒ S l,q(A′) |= ϕ
Proof. Suppose ϕ is from LACA is of the form t = 0. We put
ϕ′ ⇌ c ⊳1 t.
Clearly, ϕ′ lies in LAEA. Using Lemma 25 obtain ϕ
′′ ∈ LPCA that is GLPAA-
provable equivalent of ϕ′. The formula ϕ′′ is the value of SimpQuotTrl(ϕ, c).
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Let us chechk that
A |= c ⊳1 t ⇐⇒ S
l,q(A′) |= ϕ.
Suppose A is an A-algebra and A′ is an extension of A by some q such that A′ |=
c = q. Clearly, we have
A |= c ⊳1 t ⇐⇒ E
l+q(A′) |= c ⊳1 t
⇐⇒ E l+q(A′) |= c ⊳0 t
⇐⇒ QB,q(E l+q(A′)) |= t = 0.
Lemma 29. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding. Then for every ϕ ∈
LPCB we can effectively find a closed DiagFrExtTr
l(ϕ) ∈ LPCA such that for every
linear A-algebra A
E l(A) |= ϕ ⇐⇒ A |= DiagFrExtTrl(ϕ).
Proof. Using Lemma 25 we conclude that the lemma follows from the modification of
lemma with weaker restriction on DiagFrExtTrl(ϕ): DiagFrExtTrl(ϕ) is a quantifier-
less formula with all atoms from LACA. Further we prove the modified lemma.
Clearly, the general case of the modified lemma follows from the case of ϕ ∈ LACA.
We consider ϕ ∈ LACA. Suppose ϕ is t
p1
1 · (t
p2
2 · . . . (t
pn−1
n-1 · t
pn
n ) . . .) = 0. We
denote by D the set of all constant symbols that are in some ti.
We consider all sequences K = (K1, . . . ,Kp) such that Ki 6= ∅ and D ∪ {1} =⊔
1≤i≤p
Ki. We have sequences K
1, . . . ,Ks. For 1 ≤ i ≤ s
Ki = (Ki1, . . . ,K
i
pi
)
We construct closed formulas ψ1, . . . , ψs with all atoms from LAEA such that for a
A-algebra A
A |=ψi ⇐⇒ ∀c1, c2 ∈ D ∪ {1}(
((A |= c1 ⊲⊳1 c2) ⇐⇒ ∃1 ≤ j ≤ pi(c1, c2 ∈ K
i
j))∧
((A |= c1 ⊳1 c2) ⇐⇒ ∃1 ≤ j1 < j2 ≤ pi(c1 ∈ K
i
j1
∧ c2 ∈ K
i
j2
))).
Clearly, for a given linear A-algebra A there exists exactly one i from 1 to s such
that A |= ψi.
For 0 < k ≤ s and 0 < i ≤ pk we construct the formula θk,i by replacing every
occurrence of the form d0(e) in ϕ. We replace an occurrence of the considered form
with 1 if e ∈ Kkj for some j < i. And we replace an occcurence of the considered
form with 0 if e ∈ Kkj for some j ≥ i.
For 0 < k ≤ s and 0 < i ≤ pk we choose some fixed ek,i ∈ Kk,i. We put
DiagFrExtTrl(ϕ)⇌
∧
0<k<p
(ψk → (
∧
0<i<pk
SimpQuotTrl(θk,i, ek,i)) ∧ θk,pk).
Suppose A is a linear A-algebra. Suppose ψk holds on A. We consider some
extensions S1, . . . ,Spk−1 of A by a fresh constant q such that Si |= q = c for some c
from Ki. We put Spk = A. We have just formed the (l,A,q, ∅) extension sequence
S = (S1, . . . ,Spk−1,Spk). Then the following propositions are equivalent:
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1. A |= DiagFrExtTrl(ϕ);
2. A |= SimpQuotTrl(ψk,i) for every 0 < i < pk and A |= ψk,pk ;
3. QB,q(E l+q(Si)) |= ψk,i for every 0 < i < pk and E
l(Spk) |= ψk,pk ;
4. US |= ϕ;
5. E l(A) |= ϕ.
Therefore
A |= DiagFrExtTrl(ϕ) ⇐⇒ E l(A) |= ϕ.
Lemma 30. Suppose A is a type with a minimal element, q 6∈ A, and B is the
extension of A by q. Then every quantifier prefix Γ and ϕ ∈ LCΓA we can effectively
find a QuotTrl,q(ϕ) ∈ LCΓB such that for every linear B-algebra A
QA,q(A) |= ϕ ⇐⇒ A |= QuotTrl,q(ϕ).
Proof. In order to obtain QuotTrl,q(ϕ) we first replace every t = 0 in ϕ with τ 0(q)+
t = τ 0(q) and then find a GLPAA+q-equivalent formula from LC
Γ
A
.
We fix a countable family of propositional variables p1, . . . ,pn, . . ..
For a finite type A and quantifier prefix Γ we denote the number of formulas in
LCΓ
A
by uA,Γ . We choose an enumerations of formulas of LC
Γ
A
:
LCΓ
A
= {εA,Γ1 , . . . , ε
A,Γ
uA,Γ
}.
Lemma 31. Suppose A is a normal type. Then for a quantifier prefix Γ and a for-
mula ϕ ∈ LCΓA we can effectively find a positive propositional formula LinProdTr
A(ϕ)
such that
• LinProdTrA(ϕ) is positive;
• any variable in LinProdTrA(ϕ) is pi for some i ≤ 2uA,Γ ;
• for every pair of linear A-algebras (A,B) we have A ⊗ B |= ϕ iff the result
of the application to LinProdTrA(ϕ) of the following substitution is a true
judgment:
– p1 ← A |= ε
A,Γ
1 ,
. . .
– puA,Γ ← A |= ε
A,Γ
uA,Γ
,
– puA,Γ+1 ← B |= ε
A,Γ
1 ,
. . .
– p2uA,Γ ← B |= ε
A,Γ
uA,Γ
.
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Proof. Suppose dm is the minimal operator symbol of A.
We give the construction of LinProdTrA(ϕ) by induction on the length of Γ ; the
effectiveness is a trivial consequence of our proof.
First we prove the basis of the induction, i.e. the case of empty Γ . We will
construct LinProdTrA(ϕ) such that may be it will not be positive but all other
conditions will holds for it.
If we construct such a LinProdTrA(ϕ) for all formulas ϕ ∈ LACA then obviously,
we can construct it for all formulas ϕ ∈ LPCA. So further we assume that ϕ is
a formula from LACA. Suppose all subterms of the form dm(t) for ϕ are terms
dm(w1), . . . ,dm(wm). For a {0, 1}-sequence p = (p1, . . . , pm) ∈ Sq2(m) of the length
m we denote by θp the formula
(
∧
0≤i≤m,pi=0
wi = 0) ∧ (
∧
0≤i≤m,pi=1
wi 6= 0).
For a binary sequence p = (p1, . . . , pm) ∈ Sq2(m) of the length m we denote by
ψp the result of replacement of all occurrences of dm(wi) with 0 for all i such that
p = 0. For a binary sequence p = (p1, . . . , pm) ∈ Sq2(m) of the length m we denote
by χp the result of replacement of all occurrences of dm(wi) with 1 for all i such
that pi = 1.
Obviously, for linear A-algebras A,B, an element (x, y) ∈ A⊗B, and i from 1 to
m we have
A⊗B |= (x, y) = dm(wi) ⇐⇒ (A |= wi = 0, and A |= x = 0, and
B |= y = dm(wi)) or(A |= wi 6= 0, and A |= x = dm(wi), and B |= y = 0).
Hence for linear A-algebras A,B
A⊗B |= ϕ ⇐⇒
∨
p∈Sq2(m)
(A |= θp) ∧ (A |= ψp) ∧ (B |= χp).
Using this equivalence we easily construct the required formula LinProdTrA(ϕ).
We claim that we can transform LinProdTrA(ϕ) that we constructed above to a
formula that satisfies all conditions of the lemma. For every formula ψ ∈ LPCA we
can find a formula from LPCA that isGLPAA-equivalent to ¬ψ. Every propositional
formula is equivalent to some propositional formula in Disjunctive Normal Form; all
occurrences of ¬ in formulas in DNF are of the form ¬x, where x is a propositional
variable. Obviously, our claim follows from the two previous sentences.
Now we prove the step of induction. Suppose Γ = ∃xΓ ′ (the proof for Γ = ∀xΓ ′
can be carried out in a similar way). Suppose ϕ(x) is a formula from LCΓ
′
A
and
there are no free variables in ϕ(x) other than x. We are going to construct a
formula LinProdTrA(∃xϕ) that satisfies all conditions of the lemma.
We choose a fresh constant symbol c 6∈ A. We denote by ψ the propositional
formula LinProdTrA+c(ϕ(c)). We can transform ψ to an equivalent positive formula
ψ′ in Disjunctive Normal Form:
∨
0<i≤k
(
∧
j∈Ai
pj) ∧ (
∧
j∈Bi
pu
A+c,Γ ′+j
),
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where Ai,Bi ⊂ {1, . . . , uA+c,Γ ′}. For every 0 < i ≤ k using Lemma 26 we find
si, ti ∈ {1, . . . , uA,Γ} such that ε
A,Γ
si
and εA,Γti are GLPAA-equivalent to the formulas
∃x(
∧
j∈Ai
θj) and ∃x(
∧
j∈Bi
θj), respectively, where for every j from 1 to uA+c,Γ ′ the formula
θj is ε
A+c,Γ ′
j with every occurrence of c replaced with x.
Suppose A and B are linear A-algebras. Clearly, the following propositions are
equivalent:
1. A⊗B |= ϕ;
2. there exist constant extensions A′ and B′ by constant c of algebras A and B,
respectively such that the result of the following substitution applied to ψ is
a true judgment:
• p1 ← A
′ |= εA+c,Γ
′
1 ,
. . .
• pu
A+c,Γ ′
← A′ |= εA+c,Γ
′
u
A+c,Γ ′
,
• pu
A+c,Γ ′+1
← B′ |= εA+c,Γ
′
1 ,
. . .
• p2u
A+c,Γ ′
← B′ |= εA+c,Γ
′
u
A+c,Γ ′
;
3. for some i from 1 to k there exist c constant extensions A′ and B′ of algebras
A and B, respectively such that A′ |= εA+c,Γ
′
j for all j ∈ Ai and B
′ |= εA+c,Γ
′
j
for all j ∈ Bi;
4. the result of the substitution from the lemma formulation applied to
∨
0<i≤k
psi∧
pti+uA,Γ is a true judgment.
We put
LinProdTrA(ϕ)⇌
∨
0<i≤k
psi ∧ pti+uA,Γ .
If Γ starts with ∀ then we can carry the proof in a dual way to ∃ case. We
replace conjunctions with disjunctions, ∃ quantifiers with ∀ quantifiers, existential
propositions with universal, etc.
For a quantifier prefix Γ = Q1x1 . . .Qnxn we denote by Γ the prefixQ
′
1x1 . . .Q
′
nxn
such that Q′i 6= Qi for all i from 1 to n.
Clearly, the following lemma holds:
Lemma 32. For a type A, a quantifier prefix Γ and a set T ⊂ LCΓA we can effectively
find a subset NegThTrA(Γ ,T) ⊂ LCΓA such that for every A-algebra A
T = ThLΓA (A) ⇒ NegThTr
A(Γ ,T) = Th
LΓA
(A).
Moreover, for a a type A, a quantifier prefix Γ and sets T1,T2 ⊂ LC
Γ
A
T1 ⊂ T2 ⇒ NegThTr
A(Γ ,T2) ⊂ NegThTr
A(Γ ,T1).
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For a class of formulas L from the first-order language of A-algebras and A-
algebra A we denote by ThL(A) the set of all closed formulas from L that holds
in A. We denote by Th(A) the set of all well-built first-order closed formulas that
holds in A.
For a quantifier prefix Γ = Q1x1 . . .Qnxn we denote by Γ
+ the quantifier prefix
Q1x1Q1x
′
1Q2x2Q2x
′
2 . . .QnxnQnx
′
n,
where x′1, . . . ,x
′
n are pairwise different fresh variables that are chosen in a some fixed
way.
Lemma 33. For a quantifier prefix Γ , normal type embedding l : A→ B with finite
A, and a subset T of LCΓ
+
A we can effectively find a subset FrExtThTr
l(Γ ,T) of
LCΓB such that for every A-algebra A
T = Th
LΓ
+
A
(A) ⇒ FrExtThTrl(Γ ,T) = ThLΓA (E
l(A)).
Proof. We prove the lemma simultaneously with the following proposition by induc-
tion on the length of Γ : for a quantifier prefix Γ , normal type embedding l : A→ B
with finite A, and subsets T1,T2 ⊂ LC
Γ+
A
we have
T1 ⊂ T2 ⇒ FrExtThTr
l(Γ ,T1) ⊂ FrExtThTr
l(Γ ,T2).
For empty prefix Γ the lemma straightforward follows from Lemma 29.
Suppose Γ = QxΓ ′. We can only consider the case of Q = ∃; if Q = ∀ then we
put
FrExtThTrl(Γ ,T) = NegThTrB(Γ , FrExtThTrl(Γ , NegThTrA(Γ+,T))).
We choose fresh constant symbols c and q. For every subset U of the set of for-
mulas from LC
(Γ ′)+
A+c+q we can construct formula ψU ∈ LC
(Γ ′)+
A+c+q which isGLPAA+c+q-
equivalent to conjunction of all formulas fromU. Further, for every ψU we construct
ψ′U by replacing every occurrence of c and q with fresh variables y1 and y2, respec-
tively. Then for ψ′U we denote by ψ
′′
U the formula ∃y1∃y2ψ
′′
U. And finally, by renam-
ing some bounded variables for every ψ′′U we construct an equivalent ψ
′′′
U ∈ LC
Γ+
A
.
We denote by A the set of all U such that ψ′′′U ∈ T. Obviously, for a linear A-algebra
A such that Th
LΓ
+
A
(A) = T we have
A = {U ⊂ Th
L
(Γ ′)+
A+c+q
(A′) | A′ is a constant extensions by {c,q} of A}.
We put
B = {U | ∃U′ ∈ A′(U = {θ ∈ U′ | there are no q in θ})}.
Obviously, for a linear A-algebra A such that Th
LΓ
+
A
(A) = T we have
B = {U ⊂ Th
L
(Γ ′)+
A+c
(A′) | A′ is a constant extensions by c of A}.
Using the inductive hypothesis we construct
B′ = {FrExtThTrl+c(Γ ′,U) | U ∈ B}
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and
A′ = {FrExtThTrl+c(Γ ′,U) | U ∈ A}.
We consider downward closures A′′ and B′′ of A′ and B′ respectively.
Clearly, for a linear A-algebra A such that Th
LΓ
+
A
(A) = T we have
B′′ = {Th
LΓ
′
B+c
(E l+c(A′)) | A′ is a constant extensions by c of A}
and
A′′ = {Th
LΓ
′
B+c
(E l+c+q(A′)) | A′ is a constant extensions by {q, c} of A}.
We put
A′′′ = {U | {QuotTrB+c,q(θ) | θ ∈ U} ∈ A′}.
Clearly, for a linear A-algebra A such that Th
LΓ
+
A
(A) = T we have
A′′′ = {Th
LΓ
′
B+c
(S l+c,q(A′)) | A′ is a constant extensions by {q, c} of A}.
Clearly, for a normal type C, quantifier prefix ∆ and two subsets U1,U2 ⊂
LC∆
C
we can effectively construct the set LinProdThTrC(∆,U1,U2) ⊂ LC
∆
C
such
that for linear C-algebras C1, C2, ThL∆
C
(C1) = U1 and ThL∆
C
(C2) = U2 we have
ThL∆
C
(C1 ⊗ C2) = LinProdThTr
C(∆,U1,U2) ; here we use Lemma 30. Moreover,
for a normal type C, quantifier prefix ∆ and subsets U1,U2,U3,U4 ⊂ LC
∆
C
we have
U1 ⊂ U3 ∧U2 ⊂ U4 ⇒ LinProdThTr
C(∆,U1,U2) ⊂ LinProdThTr
C(∆,U3,U4).
We consider an infinite sequence:
• C1 = B
′;
• Ci+1 = {LinProdThTr
B+c(Γ ′,U1,U2) | U1 ∈ A
′′′,U2 ∈ Ci}, for i ≥ 1.
We denote by D the set
⋃
i≥1
Ci. Clearly, for a linear A-algebra A such that
Th
LΓ
+
A
(A) = T we have
Ci = {ThLΓ ′
B+c
(YS) | S is (l,A,q, {c})-extension sequence of the length i}
and
D = {Th
LΓ
′
B+c
(YS) | S is (l,A,q, {c})-extension sequence}
= {Th
LΓ
′
B+c
(B) | B is a constant extension of E l(A) by c}
Sets Ci are subsets of LC
B+c
Γ ′ . Obviously, if for some i, j we have Ci = Cj then
Ci+1 = Cj+1. Hence
D =
⋃
i≥1
Ci =
⋃
1≤i≤k
Ci,
where k = 2|LC
B+c
Γ ′
|. Therefore we can calculate D.
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From the set D we construct the set D′ of all ∃xθ such that θ[x/q] lies in some
element of D. The resulting set FrExtThTrl(Γ ,T) is the set of all
ρ[x1, . . . ,xn/∃xθ1, . . . , ∃xθn]
(where ρ(x1, . . . ,xn) is positive propositional formula in disjunctive normal form
and θi(x) are pairwise different formulas from LC
Γ ′
A
such that ρ is true under the
substitution
xi ← (∃xθi) ∈ D
′.
Clearly, such a FrExtThTrl(Γ ,T) satisfies the condition of the lemma. Obviously,
our additional induction assumption is satisfied too.
Using Lemma 27 and Lemma 33 we obtain
Corollary 4. Suppose l : A → B is a normal type embedding, A is an A-algebra,
and the theory Th(A) is decidable. Then the theory Th(E l(A)) is decidable.
Because, of the correspondence between notions of normal type embedding and
simple final type embedding we can conclude that
Corollary 5. Suppose l : A→ B is a simple final type embedding, A is an A-algebra,
and the theory Th(A) is decidable. Then the theory Th(E l(A)) is decidable.
We denote by Yα the type ((α,<), ∅), where (α,<) is an ordinal α with standard
ordering. We denote by hαβ : Y
α → Yβ+α the type embedding that maps an operator
symbol τ γ ∈ Y
α to τ β+γ. Clearly all h
α
β are simple final type embeddings. We denote
by F0 the two element Boolean algebra. Note that F0 is Y
0-algebra. We denote by
Fα the Y
α-algebra Eh
0
α(F0). Clearly an algebra F1+α is isomorphic to E
hα1 (Fα) In [1]
S.N. Artemov and L.D. Beklemishev have proved that Th(F1) is decidable. Using
Corollary 5, Lemma 9, and mentioned theorem from [1] we conclude that
Theorem 1. For every n the elementary theory Th(Fn) is decidable.
7 Some Syntactical Facts
The aim of the section is to prove Lemmas 7 and 23. In the section we will assume
that a reader is familiar with paper “Kripke semantics for provability logic GLP”
by L.D. Beklemishev [6]. Moreover, in the section we will use the terminology of [6]
rather than the terminology of the other parts of the present paper.
We briefly remind the main notions and results of [6]. The polymodal provability
logic GLP were considered as a polymodal logic with modalities indexed by natural
numbers. In par with the logic GLP there were considered a weaker logic J in
the same language (we don’t give an axiomatization of J here, we give a complete
semantics for this logic below) . Kripke models with accessibility relations Ri for
all i ≥ m were called m-models. The rank rkm(A) of an m-model A is the minimal
n ≥ 0 such that for all k ≥ m + n the relation Rk is empty in A; rkm is a partial
function from m-models to natural numbers. The notion of stratified were important
in [6]. The notion of hereditarily rooted finite stratified m-model A can be given by
induction on rank (for every such a m-model A the rank rkm(A) is a finite number)
as following:
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1. m-model A with rkm(A) = 0 is hereditarily rooted finite stratified if all Ri are
empty and there is exactly one point in A;
2. m-model A with rkm(A) = n+ 1 is hereditarily rooted finite stratified if
(a) points of A can be separated on (m+ 1)-submodels α1, . . . , αn such that
i. for every αi the restriction of Rm on points of αi is empty,
ii. for every different αi, αj, k > m, x ∈ αi, and y ∈ αj the point y isn’t
Rk-accessible from x in A,
iii. all αi are finite hereditarily rooted stratified models,
iv. α1, . . . , αn are called (m+ 1)-planes,
(b) Rm in A is strict partial order on (m+ 1)-planes,
(c) in A there exist the lowest (m + 1)-plane.
For an m-model A there is at most one separation on (m+ 1)-models α1, . . . , αn
that satisfies properties from 2a.
A point a of a hereditarily rooted finite stratified m-model A is the hereditary
root of A if either a is the only point of A or a is the hereditary root of the root
plane α of A.
The logic J is complete with respect to the class of all hereditarily rooted finite
stratified models.
In [6] there was defined blowup operation A 7−→ A(n) that maps a (m+1)-model
to m-model. We give the definition by induction on the number of planes in a model
A. Suppose α is the root (m+2)-plane of A. Suppose (m+2)-planes α1, . . . , αk are
all immediate successors of α. For 1 ≤ i ≤ k we denote by Ai the cone from αi in
A. The model
A(n) = (
⊔
1≤i≤k
A(n)i + . . .+A
(n)
i︸ ︷︷ ︸
n-times
) + {A},
where {A} denotes A enriched by the empty Rm and for m-models C and B the
model C + B is C ⊔ B with Rm enriched by all xRmy, for x ∈ B and y ∈ C.
Also in [6] there were defined the operation A 7−→ Bn(A) that maps finite hered-
itary rooted stratified m-models to hereditarily rooted finite stratified m-models. For
a m-model A we define the m-model Bn(A) by induction on the rank of A. Sup-
pose A is separated on (m+1)-planes α1, . . . , αk. Then Bn(A) is the disjoint union⊔
1≤i≤k
Bn(αi)
(n) with Rm enriched by all xRmy such that x ∈ αi, y ∈ αj, 1 ≤ i, j ≤ k,
and αiRmαj in A.
dp(ϕ) denotes the modal depth of a formula ϕ. The following straightforward
corollary of [6, Lemma 7.6] holds
Lemma 34. For n ≤ m and a hereditarily rooted finite stratified model A the model
Bn(A) and Bm(A) satisfies the same formulas ϕ with dp(ϕ) ≤ n.
From the lemma above and [6, Theorem 4] we straightforward obtain the follow-
ing completeness result for GLP
Theorem 2. For a GLP-formula ϕ and number m ≥ dp(ϕ) the following sentences
are equivalent
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1. GLP ⊢ ϕ;
2. for every hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-model A we have Bm(A) |= ϕ.
Lemma 35. Suppose ϕ is a formula and GLP 0 ϕ. Then for every n there exists
a hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-model B such that Bn(B), a 1 ϕ, where a is
the hereditary root of Bn(B), but for every point x 6= a from a non-root 1-plane of
B we have Bn(B), x  ϕ.
Proof. M(ϕ) is the conjunction of all [mi]ψ → [mi+1]ψ, where [mi]ψ is a subformula
of ϕ. M+(ϕ) is the conjunction
M(ϕ) ∧ [0]M(ϕ) ∧ . . . ∧ [k]M(ϕ),
where k is the maximum of all mi + 1.
Because GLP ⊢ M+(ϕ), we have J 0 M+(ϕ) → ϕ. Therefore there exists
hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-model A such that A 6|= M+(ϕ)→ ϕ. Clearly,
we can find x ∈ A such that A, x 0 M+(ϕ) → ϕ but in any y accessible from x by
any Ri we have A, y  M
+(ϕ) → ϕ. Now we consider the submodel B of A that
consists of all points accessible from x by some Ri. Clearly, B |= M(ϕ)
[6, Lemma 9.3] states that if a hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-model C |=
M(ψ) then for any x from Bn(C) and a subformula θ of ψ we have
Bn(C), x  θ ⇐⇒ C, π
⋆(x)  θ,
where π⋆ : Bn(C) → C is the natural projection (we don’t give the definition of π
⋆
here it is given in [6] just above [6, Lemma 9.3]).
Using [6, Lemma 9.3] we conclude that in the hereditary root a of Bn(B) we
have Bn(B), a 1 ϕ but in any x 6= a from Bn(B) we have Bn(B), x  ϕ.
Using Lemma 6 we reformulate Lemma 7.
Lemma 7. Suppose ϕ and ψ are formulas without [0]. Then
GLP ⊢ [1]ψ → ϕ ⇐⇒ GLP ⊢ [0]ψ → ϕ.
Proof. (⇒): Holds because GLP ⊢ [0]ψ → [1]ψ.
(⇐): We denote by n the modal depth dp([1]ψ → ϕ) = dp([0]ψ → ϕ). We’ll
prove that
GLP 0 [1]ψ → ϕ ⇒ GLP 0 [0]ψ → ϕ,
using Theorem 2. Suppose GLP 0 [1]ψ → ϕ. We’ll construct a 0-model B such
that Bn(B) 6|= [0]ψ → ϕ .
From Lemma 35 it follows that we have a hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-
model C such that for the hereditarily root a of Bn(C) we have Bn(C), a 1 [1]ψ → ϕ.
We consider the root 1-plane of C. We denote this plane by A. Clearly, Bn(A), a 1
[1]ψ → ϕ. Because Bn(A), a  [1]ψ, we have Bn(A), x  ψ, for every x from
non-root 2-plane of Bn(A). The root of Bn({A}) is a copy of Bn(A). We consider
b ∈ Bn({A}) that corresponds to a in that copy. Because there are no [0] in ϕ and
Bn(A), a 1 ϕ, we have Bn({A}), b 1 ϕ. Clearly, every non-root 1-plane of Bn({A})
is a copy of a proper cone of Bn(A). Hence for any x from a non-root 1-plane of
Bn({A}) we have Bn({A}), x  ψ. We conclude that Bn({A}), b 1 [0]ψ → ϕ. We
put B = {A}.
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For a propositional variable x we define SQFx : L(GLP)→ L(GLP):
• SQFx(⊤) = τ 0()x ∨ ⊤;
• SQFx(⊥) = τ 0()x ∨ ⊥;
• SQFx(y) = τ 0()x ∨ y, for a propositional variable y;
• SQFx(ϕ ∨ ψ) = τ 0()x ∨ (SQFx(ϕ) ∨ SQFx(ψ)), for GLP-formulas ϕ, ψ;
• SQFx(ϕ ∧ ψ) = τ 0()x ∨ (SQFx(ϕ) ∧ SQFx(ψ)), for GLP-formulas ϕ, ψ;
• SQFx(ϕ→ ψ) = τ 0()x ∨ (SQFx(ϕ)→ SQFx(ψ)), for GLP-formulas ϕ, ψ;
• SQFx(¬ϕ) = τ 0()x ∨ (¬SQFx(ϕ)), for a GLP-formula ϕ;
• SQFx([n]ϕ) = τ 0()x ∨ ([n]SQFx(ϕ)), for a GLP-formula ϕ and a natural
number n.
We have an equivalent form of Lemma 23.
Lemma 23. Suppose ϕ,ψ are formulas from L(GLP), and x is a propositional
variable such that x doesn’t occur in ϕ, [0] doesn’t occur in ψ, and GLP 0 (ψ ∧
[1]ψ)→ x. Then
GLP ⊢ (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ ϕ ⇐⇒ GLP ⊢ (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ SQFx(ϕ).
Proof. ⇒: We claim that for all ξ if GLP+ ϕ ⊢ SQFx(ξ) then GLP+ ϕ ⊢ ξ; obvi-
ously, (⇒) follows from Lemma 3 and the claim. We prove the claim by induction
on the length of proof of ξ. Simple check shows that induction hypothesis holds for
the axioms. For induction step the induction hypothesis can be proved easily for
both cases of the last inference rule.
⇐: We denote by n the modal depth dp([1]ψ → ϕ) = dp([0]ψ → ϕ). We will
prove
GLP 0 (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ ϕ ⇒ GLP 0 (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ SQFx(ϕ).
SupposeGLP 0 (ψ∧[0]ψ)→ ϕ. From Lemma 7 it follows thatGLP 0 (ψ∧[0]ψ)→
x. By Lemma 35 we obtain a hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-model B such
that in the hereditary root b is of Bn(B) we have Bn(B), b 0 (ψ∧ [0]ψ)→ x, but for
every point w 6= a from non-root 1-plane of B we have Bn(B), w  (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ x.
Clearly, Bn(B), b  ψ ∧ [0]ψ and GLP ⊢ [0]ψ → [k]ψ for every k. Hence from
Theorem 2 it follows that Bn(B) |= ψ. Hence Bn(B), b 1 x and in all w 6= b from
Bn(B) there is Bn(B), w  x.
By Theorem 2 we have a hereditarily rooted finite stratified 0-model A such that
Bn(A) 6|= (ψ ∧ [0]ψ) → ϕ. Obviously, we can choose such a A that Bn(A) |= ¬x.
We consider model C = B + A. We consider Bn(A) as a submodel of Bn(C) in a
natural way. Obviously, for a point w from Bn(A) we have
Bn(C), w  [0]x ⇐⇒ w ∈ Bn(A).
By trivial induction on subformulas of θ we show that for a point w from Bn(A)
and a formula θ we have
Bn(A), w  θ ⇐⇒ Bn(C), w  SQFx(θ).
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Obviously, for a point w from Bn(A) we have
Bn(A), w  ψ ⇐⇒ Bn(C), w  ψ
and because B(B) |= ψ
Bn(A), w  [0]ψ ⇐⇒ Bn(C), w  [0]ψ.
Hence for a point w from Bn(A) we have
Bn(A), w  (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ ϕ ⇐⇒ Bn(C), w  (ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ SQFx(ϕ).
Therefore Bn(C) 6|= (ψ ∧ [0]ψ) → SQFx(ϕ). Finally, we conclude that GLP 0
(ψ ∧ [0]ψ)→ SQFx(ϕ).
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